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H

ealth care organization, delivery, and outcomes of care are the basic requirements of and the focus of
health care for research, practice, and policy (1,2). Since the inception of evidence-based medicine in
1992, the emphasis on evidence-based medicine, comparative effectiveness research, evidence synthesis
and the development of guidelines continues to grow (1). The emphasis on evidence synthesis and development of
guidelines has been the focus of the Institute of Medicine (IOM) leading to the re-engineering of its definition of
clinical guidelines in 2011, along with the establishment of standards for systematic reviews (3,4). Clinical practice
guidelines are statements that include recommendations intended to optimize patient care that are formed by
a systematic review of evidence (3). The IOM also described a systematic review as a scientific investigation that
focuses on a specific question and uses explicit, pre-specified scientific methods to identify, select, assess, and
summarize the findings of similar but separate studies. Meta-analysis, in contrast to a systematic review, is the
statistical pooling of data across studies to generate a summaries or pooled estimate of effects (5). However,
challenges in implementing the IOM’s systematic review standards and deficiencies of IOM’s standards in guideline
development have ALSO been described. It has been shown that the IOM failed to follow its own standards (6)
and that even the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) Evidence-based Practice Centers (EPCs)
have found it difficult to implement the IOM systematic review standards (7). West et al (8), in the evidence report
describing systems to rate the strength of scientific evidence, conceptualized that a continuum exists from rating
the quality of the study to grading the strength of a body of evidence. Grading the strength of a body of evidence
incorporates judgments of study quality, but it also includes how confident one is that a finding is true and whether
others using different studies or different people have detected the same finding.
Even though the AHRQ has been the federal agency at the forefront of providing research support and policy
guidance in health care services research in the United States (8), the National Health and Medical Research Council
(NHMRC) of Australia (9) and multiple other organizations have also described similar instruments to assess the
level of evidence of clinical studies. All of these organizations consider
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The literature highlights multiple systems, some of
which are extremely cumbersome to use and require
substantial resources; whereas others are incomplete
and non-comprehensive. West et al (8) reviewed 40 systems that addressed grading of the strength of a body
of evidence, 34 were from sources other than AHRQ
EPCs and 6 from EPCs. The evaluation criteria involved
3 domains of quality, quantity, and consistency, which
are well established variables for characterizing how
confidently one can conclude that a body of knowledge
provides information.
The 4 qualitative strength of evidence systems have
been commonly utilized in the literature, the first one
being the quality of evidence criteria systems as shown
in Table 1, used by multiple organizations from AHRQ,
Table 1. Panel ratings of available evidence supporting
guideline statements.
A

Strong research-based evidence (multiple relevant and highquality scientific studies).

B

Moderate research-based evidence (one relevant high-quality
scientific study or multiple adequate scientific studies*).

C

Limited research-based evidence (at least one adequate
scientific study* in patients with low back pain).

D

Panel interpretation of information that did not meet
inclusion criteria as research-based evidence.

* Met minimal formal criteria for scientific methodology and relevance to population and specific method addressed in guideline
statement.
Note: These criteria were derived from Bigos SJ et al. Acute low back
problems in adults. Clinical Practice Guideline No.14, AHCPR Publication No. 95-0642. Rockville, Maryland. U.S.A., Agency for Health
Care Policy and Research, Public Health Service, U.S., Department of
Health and Human Services, December, pp. 1-60, 1994 (24). AHCPR
was extinguished by Congress in 1995, changing AHCPR to AHRQ.
Acute Low Back Pain Guidelines (24) provide a disclaimer “not for
patient care.”

which,at the time, was known as AHCPR. This system
has simple ratings from A to D with A being strong
research-based evidence, based on multiple relevant
and high quality scientific studies; B with moderate
research-based evidence from one relevant high quality
scientific study or multiple adequate scientific studies;
C with limited research-based evidence of at least one
adequate scientific study; and D with interpretation
of information that did not meet inclusion criteria as
research-based evidence (24).
The evidence from AHRQ, published in April 2002
(8), provided a description of the strength and consistency of evidence guidelines according to AHCPR. It is described in 2 parts, with Section 1 being type of evidence
guidelines and Section 2 the strength and consistency of
evidence guidelines (Table 2). Level I evidence consists
of a metaanalysis of multiple well-designed controlled
studies with consistent findings of type II, III, or IV. Level
II evidence consists of at least one well-designed experimental study with evidence of type II, III, or IV, and for
which findings are generally consistent. Evidence Level
III is based on well-designed quasi-experimental studies
such as nonrandomized controlled studies. Level IV is
derived from well-designed non-experimental studies,
whereas Level V is derived from case reports and clinical
examples. Level IV indicates there is essentially little or
no evidence or that it is based on case reports and clinical examples. Level V also indicates the existence of case
reports or clinical examples. Strength and consistency at
Level E describes practice recommended on the basis of
the opinion of experts. This evidence criteria from 2002
shows the utilization of nonrandomized studies and
differs from the criteria from 1994 (24), which utilized
only randomized controlled trials.

Table 2. Type of Evidence and Strength/Consistency of the Evidence Guidelines According to the AHCPR.

Type of Evidence Guidelines (section one):
i. Meta-analysis of multiple well-designed controlled studies.
ii. At least one well-designed experimental study.
iii. Well-designed, quasi-experimental studies such as nonrandomized controlled, single group pre-post, cohorts, time series, or matched casecontrolled studies.
iv. Well-designed non-experimental studies, e.g., comparative, correlational, descriptive, case control.
v. Case reports and clinical examples.

Strength and Consistency of Evidence Guidelines (section two):
There is evidence of type I or consistent findings from multiple studies of type II, III, or IV.
There is evidence of type II, III, or IV, and findings are generally consistent.
There is evidence of type II, III, or IV, but findings are inconsistent.
There is little or no evidence, or there is type V evidence only.
Panel consensus: Practice recommended on the basis of opinion of experts.
Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality. Systems to Rate the Strength of Scientific Evidence. Evidence Report/Technology Assessment #47.
AHRQ Publication no. 02-EO16, April 2002 (8).
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The evidence utilized by Cochrane reviews also
is based on randomized trials (26,27). The evidence
described falls into 5 levels based on the quality and
outcome of studies (26,27), as shown in Table 3. This evidence is rated as strong, moderate, limited, conflicting,
and no evidence.
Quality rating by U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) also has been popularized (12). In fact, 2 types
of levels of evidence has been described as shown in
Tables 4 and 5. Both have been extensively utilized.
Both categories utilize evidence from randomized trials
and nonrandomized studies (1,12,28,29).
As shown in Table 6, American Society of Interventional Pain Physicians (ASIPP), after convening a panel
of experts and exploring (assessing) multiple systems
arrived at somewhat different, easily understandable,
evidence-based grading of evidence (12,26,27,30-36).
This assessment may substitute meta-analysis. Metaanalysis or quantitative synthesis summarizes and helps
by highlighting the comparisons that would be made,
the outcomes that could be combined, and the study
characteristics that should be considered when investigating any variation in effects. This variation in study
characteristics is also known as heterogeneity (37). First,
it should be determined whether a quantitative synthesis is at all possible and if so, whether it would be appropriate. Meta-analysis is not possible when the necessary
data to perform meta-analysis cannot be obtained and

may not be appropriate when the data are sparse or
when studies are too heterogeneous to be sensibly
combined. Essentially, meta-analysis is a tool to increase
power, improve precision, and answer questions not
posed by individual studies, and metaanalysis may also
be used to settle controversies arising from conflicting
studies or to generate new hypothesis (38). Metaanalysis, once it has been established that it is possible
and appropriate, outcome measures, and a measure
of association quantifying the effect of intervention,
should be selected to describe the effectiveness. The
choice of an effect measure is essential and important.
Review should consider what type of outcome measure is being utilized, if the measure is interpretable
Table 3. Levels of evidence.
Strong evidence: consistent findings among multiple high quality
RCTs.
Moderate evidence: consistent findings among multiple low quality
RCTs or 1 high quality RCT.
Limited evidence: 1 low quality RCT.
Conflicting evidence: inconsistent findings among multiple trials.
No evidence: no RCTs.
Source: Staal JB, et al. Injection therapy for subacute and chronic low
back pain: An updated Cochrane review. Spine (Phila Pa 1976) 2009;
34:49-59 (26) and van Tulder M, et al. Updated method guidelines
for systematic reviews in the Cochrane collaboration back review
group. Spine (Phila Pa 1976) 2003; 28:1290-1299 (27).

Table 4. Quality of evidence developed by USPSTF.
I:

Evidence obtained from at least one properly randomized controlled trial

II-1:

Evidence obtained from well-designed controlled trials without randomization

II-2:

Evidence obtained from well-designed cohort or case-control analytic studies, preferably from more than one center or research group

II-3:

Evidence obtained from multiple time series with or without the intervention. Dramatic results in uncontrolled experiments (such as
the results of the introduction of penicillin treatment in the 1940s) could also be regarded as this type of evidence

III:

Opinions of respected authorities, based on clinical experience descriptive studies and case reports or reports of expert committees

Adapted from the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) (12).

Table 5. Method for grading the overall strength of the evidence for an intervention.

Grade

Definition

Good

Evidence includes consistent results from well-designed, well-conducted studies in representative populations that directly
assess effects on health outcomes (at least 2 consistent, higher-quality RCTs).

Fair

Evidence is sufficient to determine effects on health outcomes, but the strength of the evidence is limited by the number,
quality, size, or consistency of included studies; generalizability to routine practice; or indirect nature of the evidence on
health outcomes (at least one higher-quality trial or study of diagnostic test accuracy of sufficient sample size; 2 or more
higher-quality trials or studies of diagnostic test accuracy with some inconsistency; at least 2 consistent, lower-quality trials.

Limited or poor

Evidence is insufficient to assess effects on health outcomes because of limited number or power of studies, large and
unexplained inconsistency between higher-quality trials, important flaws in trial design or conduct, gaps in the chain of
evidence, or lack of information on important health outcomes.

Adapted from methods developed by U.S. Preventive Services Task Force (12,28,29).
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Table 6. ASIPP grading of evidence.
Level I

Evidence obtained from multiple relevant high quality randomized controlled trials
or
Evidence obtained from multiple high quality diagnostic accuracy studies

Level II

Evidence obtained from at least one relevant high quality randomized controlled trial or multiple relevant moderate or low quality
randomized controlled trials
or
Evidence obtained from at least one high quality diagnostic accuracy study or multiple moderate or low quality diagnostic
accuracy studies

Level III

Evidence obtained from at least one relevant moderate or low quality randomized controlled trial study
or
Evidence obtained from at least one relevant high quality non-randomized trial or observational study with multiple moderate or
low quality observational studies
or
Evidence obtained from at least one moderate quality diagnostic accuracy study in addition to low quality studies

Level IV

Evidence obtained from multiple moderate or low quality relevant observational studies
or
Evidence obtained from multiple relevant low quality diagnostic accuracy studies

Level V

Opinion or consensus of large group of clinicians and/or scientists.

At least 60% of studies in the direction of the objective being assessed.

by the clinicians using the review, if the measure likely
to be considered across the studies is transferrable,
and finally, if the measure has mathematic properties
required to give a valid answer. Multiple systematic
reviews in interventional pain management constantly
misunderstand homogeneity and combine multiple
heterogeneous studies together. Recently, Pinto et al
(39) combined multiple heterogenous studies and utilized active control trials as placebo control, performing
a metaanalysis that resulted in inaccurate conclusions
(40). Staal et al (26) advised to refrain from performing a formal meta-analysis, if studies were considered
clinically heterogeneous and/or studies did not report
their results in a way that enabled them to perform
statistical pooling. In those cases that were utilized the
results were summarized according to a rating system
with 5 levels of evidence (best evidence synthesis),
based on the quality and the outcome of the studies as
described above. Clinical homogeneity is a difficult issue and somewhat rare with interventional techniques.
In a systematic review Manchikanti et al (41) assessing
the efficacy of randomized controlled trials with 3 types
of epidurals, caudal, interlaminar and transforaminal
in lumbar disc herniation were unable to find clinical
homogeneity among the 23 studies meeting inclusion
criteria. However, utilizing best evidence synthesis with
5 levels of evidence they arrived at strong evidence for
short-term efficacy and moderate evidence for longterm efficacy for all 3 approaches in managing chronic
disc herniation. Thus, it is essential that homogeneity
be clinically tested and if the studies meet clinical crite-
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ria, that statistical homogeneity be tested as well.
In developing grading of evidence, we have utilized
the best evidence systems available (12,26,27,30-36).
The evidence developed graded into 5 levels. Level I
constitutes the highest level of evidence obtained from
multiple relevant high quality, randomized, controlled
trials, similar to Cochrane reviews as well as AHCPR
grading of evidence.
Since multiple diagnostic accuracy studies are also
assessed for evidence we have added Level I evidence
for diagnostic accuracy with evidence obtained from
multiple high quality diagnostic accuracy studies.
Level II describes the evidence obtained from at least
one relevant high quality randomized controlled trial or
multiple relevant moderate or low-quality randomized
controlled trials. Level II also shows that the evidence
was obtained from at least one high quality diagnostic
accuracy study or multiple moderate or low quality diagnostic accuracy studies for diagnostic interventions.
Level III incorporates not only the evidence from
randomized trials, but also from nonrandomized studies. To be considered Level III evidence there must be
evidence obtained from at least one relevant moderate
or low quality randomized controlled trial with multiple relevant observational studies or evidence obtained
from at least one relevant high quality nonrandomized
trial or observational study. Moreover, for diagnostic
purposes, Level III describes evidence obtained from at
least one moderate quality diagnostic accuracy study in
addition to low quality studies. Level III is the interface
between randomized and nonrandomized studies.
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Level IV is purely nonrandomized studies with
evidence obtained from multiple relevant moderate
or low quality observational studies. Similarly, it also
describes diagnostic accuracy evidence obtained from
multiple relevant low quality diagnostic accuracy studies. Finally, Level V evidence is based on the consensus
of large group of clinicians and/or scientists.
ASIPP’s grading of evidence incorporates quality,
quantity, and consistency. Quality is measured by the
methodological assessment of relevant studies providing high quality, moderate quality, and low quality
evidence which shows a study’s design, conduct, and
analysis that has minimized selection, measurement,
and confounding biases. Quantity is measured by the
magnitude of the treatment effect, the number of
studies that have evaluated the given topic, and the
overall sample size across all included studies. Finally,
consistency is provided by various grading levels of
evidence based on the quality and quantity of relevant
quality studies.
At least 60% of the studies should show the effect
in a single direction to provide the qualitative evidence.
For the purposes of grading of evidence, high quality is determined as meeting 8 criteria of 12 from Cochrane review or 32 criteria of 48 from ASIPP assessment
grades for randomized trials or observational studies;
with moderate quality being defined as scoring 4 to 7
on Cochrane review criteria or 20 to 31 on ASIPP IPM
criteria for randomized trials and observational studies. Low quality evidence is described as studies scoring
less than 4 on Cochrane review criteria and less than
20 on ASIPP assessment criteria with either randomized
controlled trials or observational studies. Consequently,
studies scoring less than 4 on Cochrane review criteria
and less than 20 on ASIPP criteria are excluded.
This communication provides an analysis of the
grading of evidence provides a means of grading evidence using common sense that quantifies the quality,
quantity, and consistency.
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